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Abstract 
In this paper, we developed a continuous scheme of four and five step with one off-grid point at collocation 
which provides the approximate solution of both linear and nonlinear stiff ordinary differential equations with 
constant step size. The continuous scheme is evaluated at both interpolation and collocation where necessary to 
give continuous hybrid block scheme and high order of accuracy with low error constants. Numerical results of 
the schemes are presented to compare with exact solutions and the results have shown that the (SDHBBDF) 
performed favorably when compare with existing methods. 
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1. Introduction  
A first –order differential equation is an equation of the form  
                                                                        (1)  
In which  is function two variables defined on a region in the  with initial condition 
 which is called initial value problems. The solution of equation (1) has been 
discussed by various researchers among them are  Onumayi et al (1994) propose a linear multistep method of 
order 5 that is self-starting for the direct solution of the general second-order initial value problem (IVP). The 
method is derived by the interpolation and collocation of the assumed approximate solution and its second 
derivative. Some researchers have attempted the solution of directly using linear multistep methods without 
reduction to system of first order ordinary differential equations by Mohammed et al (2010). The block method 
produced numerical solutions with less than computational effort as to compare to non-block method by Majid 
(2004). Ebadi et al. (2010) worked on the hybrid BDF with one additional off-grid point introduced in the first 
derivative of the solution to improve the absolute stability region of the method. Block methods have been 
considered by various authors among who are A-stable implicit one block methods with higher orders by 
Shampine and Watts (1972). Hybrid blocks method of order six for the numerical solution of first order initial 
value problems. The method is based on collocation of the differential system and interpolation of the 
approximate at the grid and off-grid points by Areo and Adeniyi (2013). 
 In this paper, we developed four and five step of Second Derivative Hybrid Block Backward Differentiation 
Formula (SDHBBDF) for Numerical Solution of Stiff Ordinary Differential Equations. 
 
2. The Derivation of the Method 
We define a k-step SDHBBDF to  numerical solution of (1) as 
                                                                 (2) 
Where ,  are the continuous coefficients and   is the step number of the method. And  
    
    ,                                                                          (3) 
       ,                                                                      (4) 
 in (2) are (  arbitrary chosen interpolation points taken from 
[  and  are m collocation points belonging to [ . To get 
, and , Sirisena et al(2004) arrived at a matrix equation of the form 
                                                                                                                                 (5) 
Where  is the identity matrix of dimension while and  are matrices defined as  
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         (6) 
The above matrix (6) is the multistep collocation matrix of dimension  and  
 
C
 
(7) 
Where  and  are defined as the number of interpolation and collocation points used respectively. 
The columns of the matrix  give the continuous coefficients 
;    , ;     and ;     
The proposed four and five step of second derivative hybrid block backward differentiation formula (SDHBBDF) 
was developed subjected to the following conditions for matrix : 
For  , evaluating (6) at  and (2) becomes 
 
                                                                                                
                                                                                                                             (8) 
Thus the matrix in (6) becomes 
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             (9) 
Using Maple software, the inverse of the matrix in (9) is obtained and this yields the elements of the matrix D. 
The element of the matrix D substituted into (8) yields the continuous formulation of the method as: 
 
 
 
 
 
      
(10) 
                                                                          (11) 
For , evaluating (6) at  and (2) becomes 
 
                                                                                                              (12) 
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Thus the matrix in (6) becomes 
              
(13) 
Similarly, we generate the continuous formulation of the new method as: 
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                                                                                                                                                 (14) 
3.  Analysis of the New Methods 
We consider the analysis of the newly constructed methods such as order, error constant ,consistency , 
convergence  and the regions of absolute stability of the methods. Following (Fatunla, 1991) and( Lambert,1973) 
we defined  the local truncation  error associated with (11) and (14) to be linear difference operator 
  .                                                                 (15)        
Assuming that   is sufficiently differentiable, we can we expand the terms in (15) as a Taylor series and 
comparing the coefficients of   gives 
                                      (16) 
Where the constant coefficients  are given as follows: 
                  
                   
                    . 
                    . 
                    . 
                 
According to (Henrici, 1962), methods (8) and (12) have order  if  
 and . Therefore,  is the error constant and  
is the principal local truncation error at appoint . It was established from the evaluation that block methods (11) 
and (14) have order and error constants. 
 
4. CONVERGENCE 
The convergence of the new block methods is determined using the approach by Fatunla (1991) and Chollom 
etal (2007) for linear multistep methods, where the block methods are represented in single block, r point 
multistep method of the form 
  (17) 
Where  is a fixed mesh size within a block,  are  identity while 
 are vectors of numerical estimates. 
 
4.1 Definition: A numerical method is said to be A-stable if the whole of the left-half plane  
is contained in the region. Where  is called the stability polynomial of the method 
(Lambert,1973) 
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4.2 Definition: A numerical method is said to be A ( )-stable, , if its region of absolute stability 
contains the infinite wedge  (Lambert,1973), 
 The block method (11) expressed in the form of (17) gives the characteristic polynomial of the block method               
)                                                       (18) 
                                                                                                                    (19) 
Therefore, .The block method (17) by definition is A( )--stable and by 
Henrici (1962), the block method is convergent. 
Similarly, The block method (14) expressed in the form of (17) gives the characteristic polynomial of the block 
method (18) 
                                                                                                                    (20) 
Therefore, .The block method (17) by definition is  
      A( )--stable and by Henrici (1962), the block method is convergent. 
 
5. Numerical experiments 
Problem 1: Consider the Stiff nonlinear system of two dimensional Kaps problem with corresponding initial 
conditions   =  
The analytic solution is  
                                                        =  
Problem 2: A two-dimensional SODEs is considered (Wu, X.Y and Xiu, J.L 2001) 
       
       
The exact solutions are:    
                                         
 
6. Conclusion  
There are different hybrid block methods for solving stiff ordinary differential equations with components of 
both grid and off-grid points. In this paper, we proposed high order block hybrid  (SDHBBDF) with 
 and  for numerical solution of both linear and nonlinear stiff systems. The propose methods give good 
approximate solution and reduced computational cost as shown in figure 3,4,5and 6. Moreover, the schemes are 
A( )-stable, consistent and convergent. 
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Table 1: Order and Error Constants for the block methods (SDHBBDF Case )                   
Order             Error constants 
                  
 
                
 
                
 
              
 
                  
 
 
Table 2: Order and Error Constants for the block methods (SDHBBDF Case )                  
                              Order                    Error Constants 
                             
 
                                 
 
                              
 
                             
 
                              
 
                              
The stability polynomial of the methods which is plotted in MATLAB environment to produce the required 
absolute stability region of theof the methods as shown in figures 1and 2. 
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Fig.1 Absolute Stability Regions for the hybrid block methods (SDHBBDF Case ) 
 
 
 
Fig.2 Absolute Stability Regions for the hybrid block methods (SDHBBDF Case ) 
Some numerical results to illustrate the performance of the methods executed in Matlab language 
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Fig.3 Problem 1: Computed Solution for the hybrid block methods (SDHBBDF Case ) 
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Fig.4 Problem 1: Computed Solution for the hybrid block methods (SDHBBDF Case ) 
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Fig.5 Problem 2:  Computed Solution for the hybrid block methods (SDHBBDF Case ) 
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Fig.6 Problem 2:  Computed Solution for the hybrid block methods (SDHBBDF Case ) 
 
